
FIRST WEEKS IN SANTIAGO ATITLÁN

¡Hola!

Where I Live...

So as promised, I am trying to find some form of
communication to keep friends and family informed about life
here in Santiago Atitlán, Guatemala. For right now I am
opting out of blogging, to save myself future embarrassment
of someone reading my poor attempts to share my
experiences. If you would like some fodder for teasing me,
check out https://vamanosaiquitos.blogspot.com/
demonstrating failed attempts to be creative and hilarious
during travel.  
 
I know some people have gotten bits and pieces of
information, but here is a more comprehensive summary of
what’s been going on here. I miss you all a lot, and I love the
WhatsApp calls and messages and Facebook messages. So
keep ‘em coming, if it’s not too much to ask! 

For the last two months, many of you have tolerated me
shoving pictures of a beautiful lake, as well as links to
insane-o lake houses on Airbnb in your faces. But now, I can
finally tell you the real deal about where I live. So, I’m living
in a city called Santiago, which is home to about 48,000
people (though this is spread out over a large amount of
land). The city is nestled in the southern portion of Lake
Atitlán, between three beautiful volcanoes (relax y’all, 2 are
extinct and 1 has been dormant for the past 500 years). Lake
Atitlán is a stunning, majestic lake, about 3-6 hours east of
Guatemala City depending on what type of transportation
you opt for. The lake is magical and dotted with Mayan
communities, each with their own personality and culture
(and unfortunately exploited or appropriated to different
extents.) Travel between communities is primarily by ferries
(20 minutes and 1.50  USD) or extremely circuitous routes by
car. If you want to learn more about the different
communities on the lake, feel free to check out this blog
which I think gives a good little summary on the different
cities https://www.adventurouskate.com/the-towns-of-lake-
atitlan-guatemala/.  
 
 
 

What I love about Santiago Atitlán, though, is its rich culture.
 While this might be changing, it is one of the least touristy
cities, and people here are extremely proud and protective of
their Tz’utujil Mayan heritage. It’s filled with markets, with the
primary source of income being agriculture and embroidered
goods. Of course, on calle gringo (gringo street) there are a
handful of coffee shops with fancy lattes and delicious
frappes. Most women here wear traditional clothing
consisting of a güipil (embroidered top), a corte (patterned
long skirt) and a faja (woven belt). It’s less common for males
to wear traditional clothing, but it isn’t unusual to see older
men donning maroon striped embroidered gaucho style
pants and a cowboy hat. For most who live here, their lengua
materna (first language) is Tz’utujil. However, particularly in
younger generations, people are almost completely bilingual
in both Tz’utujil and Spanish. Tz’utujil consists of different
clicks and clacks as well as guttural sounds, so it is a bit hard
to learn. Its utility outside this city is also limited given that
the language differs regionally between communities here.
However, I still am going to try to learn a bit and take 2x
weekly language classes here, as it is an important part of
building relationships and demonstrating respect here in
town.  

Visit to the birthing center 
in San Juan, a neighboring 
community



As for work, I feel like I am getting in the swing of
things. Thank goodness, Leah, the woman that had my
position last year, agreed to come back to Santiago to
help me transition to my position. So just a primer on
what I am doing here in Guatemala. I am working with
an organization called Saving Mothers, a New York
based non-profit aiming to eliminate maternal mortality
and morbidity. We have country projects in Guatemala,
Kenya, Uganda, and the Dominican Republic. Saving
Mothers in Guatemala has worked to develop, monitor
and evaluate a curriculum for comadronas, Mayan
traditional birth attendants (TBA). Most of the women
who join our class are already practicing TBAs. They
work with expectant mothers through traditional
methods of massage and spiritual and emotional
guidance during home visits throughout the pregnancy.
Each Spring we have about 15 TBAs participate in 16
weeks of didactics (taught by a comadrona who also
has a nursing background).  During didactics,  TBAs
learn about basics in antenatal care. The remainder of
the year they are paired with peer educators (former
graduates of the class) who accompany them on
prenatal visits to provide additional clinical support and
training.  
 
So, you are probably wondering what that leaves me to
do! My position is part program coordinator and part
research fellow. For the coordination component, I help
to make sure our programs are running smoothly. Along
with local office staff, I plan monthly continuing
education workshops, partner with local hospitals to
prepare training sessions for other CHWs and TBAs. I
also attend home visits to ensure our educators are
offering support to the students, and that students are
properly checking blood pressure, washing hands, and
referring appropriately (along with completing other
crucial prenatal visit tasks). For the research
component, I will help continue to collect data on the
outcomes of our training program. Next month we are
also implementing a pilot study to assess how parents
recognize danger signs in neonates. More details to
come on that project as it develops! 

 
As you can probably tell, the beautiful scenery is
limitless. We have had our fair share of adventures,
and I have already had the opportunity to enjoy some
strenuous hikes and some lovely poolside beverages
overlooking the stunning lake. Weekend #1 consisted
of a hike to Cerro de Oro, a tiny lava dome, ending in
a dive intp the lago. Weekend #2 was a more tiring
climb down to a waterfall and back up with a group of
close to 30 people (both Guatemalans and foreigners
as well as two dogs!).For weekend #3, Leah and I
hopped around nearby towns, Santa Cruz,
Panajachel, and Jaibalito, where we enjoyed some
markets, tiny paths, and delicious food. Over the past
few weeks we have also been quite adventurous in
our culinary endeavors, making meals ranging from
fresh pizza to meringues, to shakshuka and thai
curry. Other non-work highlights included hosting a
Rosh Hashana potluck for > 15 people with
homemade challah and developing a morning workout
routine, which we are still trying to perfect. 

 
Okay folks, well that is all for now. Hopefully future e-
mails will be both more timely and a bit more detailed
in regards to particular events or experiences.
Thanks again for staying tuned, and if you have any
questions or things you want to hear about, send ‘em
my way.Love you all and I am so appreciative of the
excitement and support! 
 
Abrazos, 
Sara  

 A bit about work...

Weekends and free time

Adiós for now

 A swim  in the lake, and a 
big smile during a 
continuing education class




